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“BOSCH Q4 NZ LOAD UP” PROMOTION – NEW ZEALAND 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

1. Instructions on how to claim and the gifts form part of these Terms and Conditions. Participation in this 
promotion is deemed acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. Offer not valid in conjunction with any 
other offer. 

 
2. The promoter is Robert Bosch Limited of 61L Hugo Johnston Drive, Penrose, Auckland 1643, telephone 

09 582-110 (“Promoter”). 
 

3. Claims are only open to New Zealand residents aged 18 years or over. 
 
4. Employees (and their immediate families) of the Promoter, Participating Stores (as defined below) and 

agencies associated with this promotion are ineligible to claim. Immediate family means any of the following: 
spouse, ex-spouse, de-facto spouse, child or step-child (whether natural or by adoption), parent, step- 
parent, grandparent, step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother, sister, step-brother, step-sister 
or 1st cousin. 

 
5. Promotion commences for purchases at 12:01am NZDT on 01/10/2020 and ends for purchases at 11:59pm 

NZDT on 31/01/2021 (“Purchase Period”). Claims open at 12:01am NZDT on 01/10/2020 and close at 
11:59pm NZDT on 14/02/2021 (“Claim Period”). 

 

6. To be eligible to claim, individuals must complete the following steps: 
 

a) Purchase Eligible Product(s) (as defined and outlined below) from a Participating Store during the 
Purchase Period (“Qualifying Purchase”); and then 

 
b) Visit  http://www.boschbluecrew.co.nz/LoadUp follow the prompts to the promotion claim page, input 

the requested details (including but not limited to their full name, date of birth, email address, telephone 
number, mobile number, full street address and Participating Store where the Qualifying Purchase was 
made) upload a copy of their purchase receipt(s) for the Qualifying Purchase(s) to the claim form, and 
submit the fully completed claim form so it is received during the Claim Period. 

 

A participating store is any retailer in New Zealand that displays advertising material for this promotion 
(each a “Participating Store”). 

 
7. The eligible products (“Eligible Products”) and associated applicable minimum spend amounts/purchase 

requirements and gifts are outlined in clause 8 below. 
 
8. Every valid claim received related to a Qualifying Purchase of the required number of Eligible Product/s or 

the required Qualifying Spend outlined below in a single transaction, will be awarded a gift, depending on 
which Eligible Product was purchased, as follows: 

 
 

Eligible Products/Qualifying Spend Gift(s) 

Bosch Select 18V Kits:   

Spend $399 - $698 on Select 18V Kits 
1x GBA 18V Battery 4.0Ah M-C 
(1600A00163) RRP $159 

Spend $699 - $1498 on Select 18V Kits 
1x 18V 5.0Ah Battery (1.600.A00.1Z9) 
RRP $215 

Spend $1499+ on Select 18V Kits 
2x 18V 5.0Ah Battery (1.600.A00.1Z9) 
RRP $430 

http://www.boschbluecrew.co.nz/BonusRedemptionsÂ 
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NOTE: Excludes Limited Release Kits: 0651990I8m 1pc Kit; 0615990I8n 4pc Kit 

Eligible 2 PCE 18V Kits: 

Bunnings - 18V SBR 2 PC Cordless Impact Drill 0615990J6J 

18V Brushless 2 Piece 2 x 4.0Ah Combo Kit 0615991FH5 

18V 2PCE GSB18V-60+GDR18V-200C 4.0AH 0615990L25 

18V BBR 2-P EC 4.0Ah © 0615990J6R 

18V DBR 2-P EC 5.0Ah ©  0615990HB8 

18V 2PCE GSB18V-85C+GDX18V-EC, 7.0AH 0615991FC1 

18V 2PCE GSB18V-85C+GDX18V-200C, 8.0AH 0615990L24 

18V DBX 2-P EC 6.0Ah © 0615990J6Y 

18V DBW 2-P EC 6.0Ah (C) 0615990K07 

Eligible 3 and 4 PCE 18V Heavy Duty Kits – Brushless: 

18V SBX 2-C EC Cordless Kit 0615990J6N 

 18V SB 3-RS 4.0ah Cordless Impact Drill 0615990J6M 

3 Piece Brushless 2 x 4.0Ah Cordless Combo Kit 0615990M18 

Semi-Brushless 18V 4pc 5.0Ah Kit 0615990k0k 

18V 3PCE GSB18V-85C+GDX18V-200C+GWS18V-125C, 8.0AH 0615990L27 

18V DB 3-XG EC 5.0Ah © 0615990J9M 

18V DB 3-WG EC 6.0Ah (C)  0615990K06 

18V DB 4-XGH EC 5.0 © 0615990J9K 

Eligible 6 and 8 PCE 18V Heavy Duty Kits KITS – Brushless: 

18V DB 6-XGS EC 5.0 © 0615990J6U 

18V DB 6-XGH EC 5.0 © (semi-brushless) 0615990J9J 

18V 6PCE GSB18V-85C+GDX18V-200C+GWS18V-125C+GBH18V-26 +GSA18V-LI C,GLI1900, 8.0AH 0615990L26 

18V DB 8-XGS EC 5.0 © 0615990J9H 

Bosch Select 18V Skins & Batteries 

Spend $399 - $798 on Select 18V Skins & Batteries in one 
transaction 

1x ProCORE 18V 4.0Ah Battery 
(1600A016B) RRP $156 

Spend $799+ on Select 18V Skins & Batteries in one 
transaction 

1x ProCORE 18V 8.0Ah Battery 
(1600A016GK) RRP $299 

Eligible 18V Skins & Batteries: 

Battery Lamp GLI 18 V (420 lumeni) 0601443400 
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Battery Lamp GLI 18V-1900 (C) 0601446400 

GLI 18V-2200 C PRO  Cordless Light 0601446501 

GLI 18V-1200 C  Cordless Light 0601446700 

GLI 4000 C BB Cordless Light 0601446800 

GLI 10000 C BB Cordless Light 0601446900 

P GLI 18V-300 (C)  Cordless Light 06014A1100 

GNA 18V-16 BB Cordless Nibbler 0601529500 

Portable Planer GHO 18V-LI (Solo) L-BOXX 06015A0300 

P GST 18V-LI S  Jigsaw Barell grip 06015A5100 

 GST 18V-LI GEN 2 (SOLO) Jigwsaw D Grip 06015A6100 

GSA 18V-LI BB Sabre Saw 060164J042 

GKS 18V-LI Circular Saw BB 060166H040 

GKS 18V-57 BB Cordless Circular Saw 06016A2240 

P GSA 18V-LI C (L) [CG] Sabre Saw 06016A5001 

GSA 18 V-LI C BB Cordless Sabre saw 06016A5040 

GWX 18V-10 C - Cordless Angle Grinder CG 06017B0200 

GWX 18V-10 PC - Cordless Grinder C&G Sol 06017B0700 

GWX 18V-10 PSC  Cordless Angle Grinder CG 06017B0800 

GOP 18V-28 + MB (L) [CG]  Cordless Multi Tool 06018B6001 

GOP 18V-28 Carton BB Cordless Multi Tool 06018B6040 

Portable Metal Shears GSC18V-16 0601926200 

GWS 18V-Li 18V Grinder 060193A346 

Cordless Percus Screwdriv GDS 18 V-LI HT 06019B1300 

GGS 18V - LI Straight Grinder 06019B5300 

GDR 18V-EC BB Impact Driver 06019B9341 

GCG 18V-600 (solo) Cartridge Gun 06019C4001 

GAS 18V-1 © Vacuum 06019C6200 

GAS 18V-10L(solo) Battery Vacuum Cleaner  06019C6300 

GSR 18V-EC TE Cordless Screw Driver SOLO 06019C8040 

Cordless Orbital Sander 06019D0241 

GBL 18V-120 BB Cordless Blower 06019F5140 

GWS 18V-10 C 18V Cordless Grinder 06019G310A 

GWS 18V-125 PC  18V Cordless Grinder 06019G3E02 

GWS 18V-10 PC  18V Cordless Grinder 06019G3E0A 

Compound Mitre Saw  GCM 18V-216 0601B41040 

Cordless Hammer Drill GBH P 18V-LI CP 0611905300 

Cordless Hammer Drill GBH P 18V-26 (C) 0611909000 

Cordless Hammer Drill GBH P 18V-26 F (C) 0611910000 

GBH 18V-20 Solo carton 0611911000 

GBH18V-26D Bulldog Rotary Hammer Drill 0611916040 

GBH 18V-26 D Rotary Hammer Drill 0611916041 

GHO 18V-Li Cordless Planer  0615990G9S 

GKS 18V-57 G BB Cordless Circular Saw 0615990J9R 

GSB 18V-85 (C) BB Cordless Hammer Drill 0615990J9S 

GSB 18V-60 (C) BB Cordless Hammer Drill 0615990J9U 

GDS 18V-300 ABR BB Impact Wrench 0615990L6K 
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Battery Holder GAA 18V-24 1600A00J61 

GSB 18-2-Li Plus PLASTIC CHUCK 1607000YG1 

GSB18V-85 Cordl Perc Screwdr 3601JG0340 1607000Z30 

GML 18V-LI Powerbox Radio 0601429640 

GML 18V-LI Soundbox Radio 0601429940 

P GLI PortaLED 238 (L) Light L-Boxx 0601446200 

Hw-Battery-Lamp     GLI 18V-1900 C 0601446500 

GKM 18V-LI BB Cordless circular saw 06016A4040 

GSB 18V-LI 2 BB (13mm) Hammer Drill 0601867144 

GDR 18V-LI BB Impact Driver 06019A1341 

GDS 18V-LI solo Driver 06019A1S41 

Battery Vacuum Cleaner GAS18V-LI BB Vac 06019C6140 

GWS 18V-125 C Grinder 06019G3140 

GWS 18V-125 SC Grinder 06019G3400 

GWS 18V-125 PSC Grinder 06019G3F00 

GSB 18V-EC MC SOLO BB Cordless 0615990HJ0 

GSR 18V-60 (C) BB Cordless Drill Driver 0615990J9V 

GSR 18 V-EC FC2 bulk BB C/less Flexiclic 1607000Y8U 

GDR 18V-EC Impact Driver-3601JB9340 1607000Y9C 

GDX 18V-EC Impact Driver-3601JB9140 1607000Y9E 

GWS 18V-Li Cordless Angle Grinder BB 1607000YG7 

GWS 18V-LI DMS BB Angle Grinder F005XR0180 

GDX 18V-200C Impact Driver 0615990L12 

GDE 300 ABR Impact Wrench 0615990L6K 

GWS 18V-7 Brushless Grinder 0.601.9H9.001 

GWX 18V-10 PC 06017b0700 

GDX 18V-200 (non-connected) 0.615.990.M1X 

GKS 18V-68 C Brushless Bi-Turbo Circular Saw 06016B5040 

GBH 18V-21 Brushless Rotary Hammer 0611911100 

GSB 18V-55 Brushless Hammer Drill 0615990M1Y 

Eligible Products/Purchase Requirement (purchase 1 in a 
single transaction Gift(s) 

Bosch Select 12V Skins:   

Right angle drill driver GWB 12V-10 EU 12V, 5 x head position 
(0601390905) 

1x 12V 3.0Ah Battery (1600A00X79) RRP 
$119 

Brushless Drill Driver GSR 12V-20 EC 12V, 20Nm Torque 
(06019D4002) 

Hammer Drill GSB 12-15 LI BB 12V, 30Nm Torque (06019B6901) 

Recip Saw GSA 12V LI BB 12V (060164L902) 

Radio GPB 12V BB 12V (0601429241) 

Brushless Multi - Cutter GWS 12-76V-EC BB 12V Carbide Multi 
Disc (06019F2000) GBA 12V 4.0ah Battery (1.600.Z00.02Y) 

RRP $159 Brushless Multi-tool GOP 12V-28 EC BB 12V, starlock 
(06018B5001) 
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Circular Saw GKS 12 V-LI BB 12V (06016A1001) 

Jigsaw GST 12V-70 BB 12V (06015A1040) 

Brushless Impact Driver GDR 12V-110 EC BB 12V, 110Nm Torque 
(06019E0002) 

Brushless Impact Wrench GDS 12V-115 EC BB 12V, 115Nm 
Torque (06019E0101) 

Brushless 1/4" Router GKF 12V BB 12V (06016B0072) 

Brushless 54mm Planer GHO 12V-20 BB 12V (06015A7070) 

Bosch 12V Heated Jackets:   

GHJ 12V + 18V Basic-S  Heated Jacket (0618800067) 

12V Starter Set - 1x2.0, 1x GAL12V-30 
(0.615.990.GA6) RRP $119 

GHJ 12V + 18V Basic-M Heated Jacket (0618800068) 

GHJ 12V + 18V Basic-L Heated Jacket (0618800069) 

GHJ 12V + 18V Basic-XL  Heated Jacket (061880006A) 

GHJ 12V + 18V Basic-2XL Heated Jacket (061880006B) 

GHJ 12V + 18V Basic-3XL Heated Jacket (061880006C) 
Eligible Products/Qualifying Purchase (purchase 1 in a single transaction) - Exclusive to Safety 
Blackwoods store only and valid for purchases until 31 October 2020 and valid for claims only until 
14th November 2020. 

GCM 12 SDE Mitre Saw (0601B23140) 1x T1B Stand (0601B12310) RRP $279 

GCM 18V-216 Mitre Saw (0601B41040) 

1x 18V 8.0Ah Procore Battery 
(1600A016GK) & 1x 1880 Charger 
(1600A00N5M) total RRP $458 

GCD 12 JL Cold Cut Saw (0601B28040) 
1x 12" Steel Demon Blade (2608644431) 
RRP $199 

GDX 18V-200 C Impact Driver / Wrench (0615990L12) 
1x 18V 3.0AH Battery (1600Z0001K) RRP 
$129 

ProCore 2PCE 4.0AH Striker Kit (0615990L25) 
1x 18V Blower GBL 18V-120 
(06019F5140) RRP 149 

18V 3PCE 2x 8.0AH Combo Kit (0615990L27) 
2x 18V 5.0AH Battery (1600A001Z9) total 
RRP $430 

GSH 16-30 Demolition Hammer  (0611335140) 
1x GWS 880 Grinder Kit (601396042) RRP 
$179 

GWS 750-125 Grinder (0601394041) 
2x 10 Pack Cutting Discs (2608619267) 
total RRP $40 

 

9. For the sake of clarity, Bosch product types are described as below: 
- “Skin”; A 12V skin refers to any 12V cordless tool sold separately without a battery and a 

charger. An 18V skins refers to any 18V cordless tool sold separately without a battery 
and a charger. 

- “Tool Kit”; A 12V tool kit refers to any pack containing one 12V tool, two or more 12V 
batteries and one or more 12V chargers sold together. An 18V tool kit refers to any pack 
containing one 18V tool, two or more 18V batteries and one or more 18V chargers sold 
together. 

-  “Combo Kit”; A 12V combo kit refers to any pack containing two or more 12V tools, two 
or more 12V batteries and one or more 12V chargers sold together. An 18V combo kit 
refers to any pack containing two or more 18V tools, two or more 18V batteries and one 
or more 18V chargers sold together. 

- “Starter Kit”; A 12V starter kit refers to any pack containing one or more 12V batteries and 
one or more 12V chargers sold together. An 18V starter kit refers to any pack containing 
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one or more 18V batteries and one or more 18V chargers sold together. 
 

10. Successful claimants will be notified by email. 
 
11. If a Qualifying Purchase was made, the claimant’s gift/s will be delivered to their residential address as 

specified on the online claim form. Delivery of the gift can take up to eight (8) weeks from the date a claim 
is verified and approved as valid. Where a gift is delivered to a claimant’s residential address, claimant’s 
must be home to take delivery. The Promoter will make two (2) attempts to deliver the gift and if after two 
(2) failed attempts to deliver a gift to a claimant’s residential address, the gift will be delivered to the claimant 
with authority to leave the gift at the claimant’s residential address. 

 

12. Incomplete or indecipherable claims will be deemed invalid. Claims relating to cancelled or returned 
purchases will also be invalid. 

 
13. Multiple claims permitted, subject to the following: (a) only one (1) claim permitted per Qualifying Purchase; 

and (b) each claim must be submitted in accordance with claim requirements. Individuals can submit a 
claim for up to five (5) Qualifying Purchases as part of a single claim form, by providing proof of purchase 
for each Eligible Product purchased (as per clause 6). 

 
14. Claimants must provide a digital copy of the original invoice/receipt from the store of purchase with their 

online redemption claim form to verify their claim in the promotion. The invoice/receipt must specify the 
store of purchase, the invoice/receipt number, the Eligible Product purchased and that the purchase was 
made during the Purchase Period but prior to submitting the claim. Failure by a claimant to upload an 
eligible invoice/receipt for each claim, may in the absolute discretion of the Promoter, result in invalidation 
of all of the claimant’s claims and forfeiture of any right to a gift(s). 

 
15. The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of claims and claimant’s (including a 

claimant’s identity, age and place of residence) and reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify 
any individual who the Promoter has reason to believe has breached any of these Terms and Conditions, 
tampered with the claim process or engaged in any unlawful or other improper misconduct calculated to 
jeopardise fair and proper conduct of the promotion. Errors and omissions may be accepted at the 
Promoter's discretion. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage does not constitute 
a waiver of those rights. The Promoter's legal rights to recover damages or other compensation from such 
an offender are reserved. 

 
16. If there is a dispute as to the identity of a claimant, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to 

determine the identity of the claimant. 
 
17. The Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 

 
18. If for any reason a claimant does not take a gift at/by the time stipulated by the Promoter, then the gift will 

be forfeited. 

19. If any gift is unavailable, the Promoter, in its discretion, reserves the right to substitute the gift (or that part 
of the gift) with a gift to the equal value and/or specification. 

 
20. Gifts are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash, unless otherwise specified. 

 
21. Claimants consent to the Promoter using their name, likeness, image and/or voice in the event they are a 

successful claimant (including photograph, film and/or recording of the same) in any media for an unlimited 
period without remuneration for the purpose of promoting this promotion (including any outcome), and 
promoting any products manufactured, distributed and/or supplied by the Promoter. 

 

22. If this promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as reasonably anticipated 
due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter, including but not limited to technical 
difficulties, unauthorised intervention or fraud, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to the 
fullest extent permitted by law (a) to disqualify any claimant; or (b) to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel 
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the promotion, as appropriate. 
 
23. Any cost associated with accessing the promotional website is the claimant’s responsibility and is 

dependent on the Internet service provider used. The use of any automated software or any other 
mechanical or electronic means that allows a claimant to automatically claim repeatedly is prohibited and 
will render all claims submitted by that claimant invalid. 

 
24. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits, excludes or modifies or purports to limit, exclude or modify 

the statutory consumer guarantees as provided under consumer protection laws in New Zealand (“Non- 
Excludable Guarantees”). Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non- 
Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its respective officers, employees and agents) excludes 
all liability (including negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including loss of 
opportunity); whether direct, indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of the promotion. 

 
25. Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non-Excludable Guarantees, the 

Promoter (including its respective officers, employees and agents) is not responsible for and excludes all 
liability (including negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); 
whether direct, indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of: (a) any technical difficulties or 
equipment malfunction (whether or not under the Promoter’s control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or 
third party interference; (c) any claim that is late, lost, altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after 
their receipt by the Promoter) due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter; (d) any 
variation in gift value to that stated in these Terms and Conditions; (e) any tax liability incurred by a claimant; 
or (f) taking/use of a gift. 

 

26. The Promoter and its officers, employees, related bodies corporate and agents will not be responsible for 
any incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete information received or not received in the course of or in connection 
with this promotion if the deficiency is occasioned by any cause outside the Promoter’s reasonable control 
including but not limited to technical malfunctions or failures. 

 

27. The Promoter collects personal information in order to conduct the promotion and may, for this purpose, 
disclose such information to third parties, including but not limited to agents, contractors, service providers 
and prize suppliers. Entry is conditional on providing this information. The Promoter may, for an indefinite 
period, unless otherwise advised, use the information for promotional, marketing and publicity purposes, 
including sending electronic messages or telephoning the claimant. Claimants should direct any request to 
access, update or correct information to the Promoter. All entries become the property of the Promoter. 

 
 

 
“BOSCH PT APPRENTICE CAMPAIGN NZ” PROMOTION  

 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 
 

1. Instructions on how to claim and the gifts form part of these Terms and Conditions. Participation in this promotion 
is deemed acceptance of these Terms and Conditions. This offer will run in conjunction with the “BOSCH Q4 NZ 
LOAD UP” PROMOTION. 

 
2. The promoter is Robert Bosch Limited of 61L Hugo Johnston Drive, Penrose, Auckland 1643, telephone 09 582-

110 (“Promoter”). 
 

3. Claims are only open to New Zealand residents aged 18 years or over who are a registered apprentice.  
 
4. Employees (and their immediate families) of the Promoter, Participating Stores (as defined below) and agencies 

associated with this promotion are ineligible to claim. Immediate family means any of the following: spouse, ex-
spouse, de-facto spouse, child or step-child (whether natural or by adoption), parent, step-parent, grandparent, 
step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother, sister, step-brother, step-sister or 1st cousin. 
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5. Promotion commences for purchases at 12:01am NZDT on 01/10/2020 and ends for purchases at 11:59pm 
NZDT on 31/01/2021 (“Purchase Period”). Claims open at 12:01am NZDT on 16/11/2020 and close at 11:59pm 
NZDT on 14/02/2021 (“Claim Period”).  
 

6. To be eligible to claim, individuals must complete the following steps:  
 

a) Purchase any Eligible Product(s) (as defined and outlined in clause 8 in the “BOSCH Q4 NZ LOAD UP” 
PROMOTION Terms and Conditions) from a Participating Store during the Purchase Period listed in clause 5 
above (“Qualifying Purchase”); and then 
 

b) Visit  http://www.boschbluecrew.co.nz/LoadUp, follow the prompts to the promotion claim page, input the 
requested details (including but not limited to their full name, date of birth, email address, telephone number, 
mobile number, full street address and Participating Store where the Qualifying Purchase was made), upload a 
copy of their purchase receipt(s) for the Qualifying Purchase(s) to the claim form; and then  

 
c) Select “yes” to the question “Are you an apprentice?”, upload a picture of their valid apprentice card and submit 

the fully completed claim form so it is received during the Claim Period listed in clause 5 above.  
 

7. Every valid claim received related to a Qualifying Purchase of an Eligible Product as detailed in clause 8 in the 
“BOSCH Q4 NZ LOAD UP” PROMOTION Terms and Conditions in a single transaction and submitted in 
accordance with clause 6 above, will be awarded the below gifts: 
 

- WIHA Electricians Set 2 (1.619.M00.NC5) RRP $119; 
- Medium Tool Bag (1.600.A00.3BJ) RRP $59; and 
- GBA 18V 5.0Ah M-C (1.600.A00.1Z9) $199. 

 
8. Successful claimants will be notified by email.  

 
9. If a Qualifying Purchase was made, the claimant’s gift will be delivered to their residential address as specified 

on the claim form. Delivery of the gift can take up to eight (8) weeks from the date a claim is verified and approved 
as valid. Where a gift is delivered to a claimant’s residential address, claimant’s must be home to take delivery. 
The Promoter will make two (2) attempts to deliver the gift and if after two (2) failed attempts to deliver a gift to 
the claimant’s residential address, the gift will be delivered to the claimant with authority to leave the gift at the 
claimant’s residential address. 

 
10. Incomplete or indecipherable claims will be deemed invalid. Claims relating to cancelled or returned purchases 

will also be invalid. 
 
11. Only one (1) claim permitted per person. 

 
12. Claimants must provide a digital copy of the original invoice/receipt from the store of purchase with their online 

redemption claim form to verify their claim in the promotion. The invoice/receipt must specify the store of 
purchase, the invoice/receipt number, the Eligible Product purchased and that the purchase was made during 
the Purchase Period but prior to submitting the claim. Failure by a claimant to upload an eligible invoice/receipt 
for each claim, may in the absolute discretion of the Promoter, result in invalidation of all of the claimant’s claims 
and forfeiture of any right to a gift(s).  

 
13. The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of claims and claimant’s (including a claimant’s 

identity, age and place of residence) and reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify any individual who 
the Promoter has reason to believe has breached any of these Terms and Conditions, tampered with the claim 
process or engaged in any unlawful or other improper misconduct calculated to jeopardise fair and proper conduct 
of the promotion. Errors and omissions may be accepted at the Promoter's discretion. Failure by the Promoter to 
enforce any of its rights at any stage does not constitute a waiver of those rights. The Promoter's legal rights to 
recover damages or other compensation from such an offender are reserved. 

 
14. If there is a dispute as to the identity of a claimant, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to 

determine the identity of the claimant. 

http://www.boschbluecrew.co.nz/BonusRedemptionsÂ 
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15. The Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 

 
16. If for any reason a claimant does not take a gift at/by the time stipulated by the Promoter, then the gift will be 

forfeited. 
 
17. If any gift is unavailable, the Promoter, in its discretion, reserves the right to substitute the gift (or that part of the 

gift) with a gift to the equal value and/or specification. 
 
18. Gifts are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash, unless otherwise specified.  

 
19. Claimants consent to the Promoter using their name, likeness, image and/or voice in the event they are a 

successful claimant (including photograph, film and/or recording of the same) in any media for an unlimited period 
without remuneration for the purpose of promoting this promotion (including any outcome), and promoting any 
products manufactured, distributed and/or supplied by the Promoter. 

 
20. If this promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as reasonably anticipated due 

to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter, including but not limited to technical difficulties, 
unauthorised intervention or fraud, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to the fullest extent 
permitted by law (a) to disqualify any claimant; or (b) to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the promotion, as 
appropriate. 
 

21. Any cost associated with accessing the promotional website is the claimant’s responsibility and is dependent on 
the Internet service provider used. The use of any automated software or any other mechanical or electronic 
means that allows a claimant to automatically claim repeatedly is prohibited and will render all claims submitted 
by that claimant invalid. 

 
22. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits, excludes or modifies or purports to limit, exclude or modify the 

statutory consumer guarantees as provided under the Competition and Consumer Act, as well as any 
other implied warranties under the ASIC Act or similar consumer protection laws in the States and 
Territories of Australia or any statutory consumer guarantees as provided under consumer protection laws in New 
Zealand (“Non-Excludable Guarantees”). Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the 
Non-Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter (including its respective officers, employees and agents) excludes all 
liability (including negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); 
whether direct, indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of the promotion. 
 

23. Except for any liability that cannot by law be excluded, including the Non-Excludable Guarantees, the Promoter 
(including its respective officers, employees and agents) is not responsible for and excludes all liability (including 
negligence), for any personal injury; or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity); whether direct, indirect, 
special or consequential, arising in any way out of: (a) any technical difficulties or equipment malfunction (whether 
or not under the Promoter’s control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or third party interference; (c) any claim 
that is late, lost, altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after their receipt by the Promoter) due to any 
reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter; (d) any variation in gift value to that stated in these Terms 
and Conditions; (e) any tax liability incurred by a claimant; or (f) taking/use of a gift. 

 
24. The Promoter and its officers, employees, related bodies corporate and agents will not be responsible for any 

incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete information received or not received in the course of or in connection with this 
promotion if the deficiency is occasioned by any cause outside the Promoter’s reasonable control including but 
not limited to technical malfunctions or failures.  

 
25. The Promoter collects personal information in order to conduct the promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose 

such information to third parties, including but not limited to agents, contractors, service providers and prize 
suppliers. Entry is conditional on providing this information. The Promoter may, for an indefinite period, unless 
otherwise advised, use the information for promotional, marketing and publicity purposes, including sending 
electronic messages or telephoning the claimant. Claimants should direct any request to access, update or 
correct information to the Promoter. All entries become the property of the Promoter. 
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“BOSCH Q4 NZ LOAD UP” PROMOTION – NEW ZEALAND – BLACK FRIDAY OFFER 

1. This Black Friday Offer is not to be used in conjunction with any other offer. This Black Friday Offer is only 
available for purchases from 12:01am NZDT on 27/11/2020 until 11:59pm NZDT on 28/11/2020 and is only 
open for claims from 12:01am NZDT on 27/11/2020 until 11:59pm NZDT on 14/12/2020.  
 

2. Clauses 1 – 4, 9 – 12, 14 – 27 of the “Bosch Q4 NZ Load Up” Promotion, as detailed above, equally apply 
to this Black Friday Offer. These terms and conditions should be read in conjunction with those terms and 
conditions. 

 
3. To be eligible to claim, individuals must complete the following steps: 

 
a) Purchase Black Friday Eligible Product(s) (as defined and outlined below) from a 

Participating Store during the Purchase Period (“Qualifying Purchase”); and then 
 

b) Visit  http://www.boschbluecrew.co.nz/LoadUp follow the prompts to the promotion claim 
page, input the requested details (including but not limited to their full name, date of birth, 
email address, telephone number, mobile number, full street address and Participating 
Store where the Qualifying Purchase was made) upload a copy of their purchase receipt(s) 
for the Qualifying Purchase(s) to the claim form, and submit the fully completed claim form 
so it is received during the Claim Period. 

 

A participating store is any retailer in New Zealand that displays advertising material for this promotion 
(each a “Participating Store”). 
 

4. Every valid claim received related to a Qualifying Purchase of the required Qualifying Spend outlined 
below in a single transaction, will be awarded a gift, depending on which Eligible Product was purchased, 
as follows: 
 

Black Friday Eligible Products - Bosch Select 18V Skins, Batteries & Chargers 

Spend $250 - $449 on Select 18V Skins, Batteries & Chargers 
in one transaction 

1x ProCORE 18V 4.0Ah Battery 
(1600A016GB) RRP $179 

Spend $450+ on Select 18V Skins, Batteries & Chargers in 
one transaction 

1x ProCORE 18V 8.0Ah Battery 
(1600A016GK) RRP $299 

Battery Lamp GLI 18 V (420 lumeni) 0601443400 

Battery Lamp GLI 18V-1900 (C) 0601446400 

GLI 18V-2200 C PRO  Cordless Light 0601446501 

GLI 18V-1200 C  Cordless Light 0601446700 

GLI 4000 C BB Cordless Light 0601446800 

GLI 10000 C BB Cordless Light 0601446900 

P GLI 18V-300 (C)  Cordless Light 06014A1100 

GNA 18V-16 BB Cordless Nibbler 0601529500 

Portable Planer GHO 18V-LI (Solo) L-BOXX 06015A0300 

P GST 18V-LI S  Jigsaw Barell grip 06015A5100 

 GST 18V-LI GEN 2 (SOLO) Jigwsaw D Grip 06015A6100 

GSA 18V-LI BB Sabre Saw 060164J042 

GKS 18V-LI Circular Saw BB 060166H040 

GKS 18V-57 BB Cordless Circular Saw 06016A2240 

P GSA 18V-LI C (L) [CG] Sabre Saw 06016A5001 

GSA 18 V-LI C BB Cordless Sabre saw 06016A5040 

http://www.boschbluecrew.co.nz/BonusRedemptionsÂ 
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GWX 18V-10 C - Cordless Angle Grinder CG 06017B0200 

GWX 18V-10 PC - Cordless Grinder C&G Sol 06017B0700 

GWX 18V-10 PSC  Cordless Angle Grinder CG 06017B0800 

GOP 18V-28 + MB (L) [CG]  Cordless Multi Tool 06018B6001 

GOP 18V-28 Carton BB Cordless Multi Tool 06018B6040 

Portable Metal Shears GSC18V-16 0601926200 

GWS 18V-Li 18V Grinder 060193A346 

Cordless Percus Screwdriv GDS 18 V-LI HT 06019B1300 

GGS 18V - LI Straight Grinder 06019B5300 

GDR 18V-EC BB Impact Driver 06019B9341 

GCG 18V-600 (solo) Cartridge Gun 06019C4001 

GAS 18V-1 © Vacuum 06019C6200 

GAS 18V-10L(solo) Battery Vacuum Cleaner  06019C6300 

GSR 18V-EC TE Cordless Screw Driver SOLO 06019C8040 

Cordless Orbital Sander 06019D0241 

GBL 18V-120 BB Cordless Blower 06019F5140 

GWS 18V-10 C 18V Cordless Grinder 06019G310A 

GWS 18V-125 PC  18V Cordless Grinder 06019G3E02 

GWS 18V-10 PC  18V Cordless Grinder 06019G3E0A 

Compound Mitre Saw  GCM 18V-216 0601B41040 

Cordless Hammer Drill GBH P 18V-LI CP 0611905300 

Cordless Hammer Drill GBH P 18V-26 (C) 0611909000 

Cordless Hammer Drill GBH P 18V-26 F (C) 0611910000 

GBH 18V-20 Solo carton 0611911000 

GBH18V-26D Bulldog Rotary Hammer Drill 0611916040 

GBH 18V-26 D Rotary Hammer Drill 0611916041 

GHO 18V-Li Cordless Planer  0615990G9S 

GKS 18V-57 G BB Cordless Circular Saw 0615990J9R 

GSB 18V-85 (C) BB Cordless Hammer Drill 0615990J9S 

GSB 18V-60 (C) BB Cordless Hammer Drill 0615990J9U 

GDS 18V-300 ABR BB Impact Wrench 0615990L6K 

Battery Holder GAA 18V-24 1600A00J61 

GSB 18-2-Li Plus PLASTIC CHUCK 1607000YG1 

GSB18V-85 Cordl Perc Screwdr 3601JG0340 1607000Z30 

GML 18V-LI Powerbox Radio 0601429640 

GML 18V-LI Soundbox Radio 0601429940 

P GLI PortaLED 238 (L) Light L-Boxx 0601446200 

Hw-Battery-Lamp     GLI 18V-1900 C 0601446500 

GKM 18V-LI BB Cordless circular saw 06016A4040 

GSB 18V-LI 2 BB (13mm) Hammer Drill 0601867144 

GDR 18V-LI BB Impact Driver 06019A1341 

GDS 18V-LI solo Driver 06019A1S41 

Battery Vacuum Cleaner GAS18V-LI BB Vac 06019C6140 

GWS 18V-125 C Grinder 06019G3140 

GWS 18V-125 SC Grinder 06019G3400 

GWS 18V-125 PSC Grinder 06019G3F00 
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GSB 18V-EC MC SOLO BB Cordless 0615990HJ0 

GSR 18V-60 (C) BB Cordless Drill Driver 0615990J9V 

GSR 18 V-EC FC2 bulk BB C/less Flexiclic 1607000Y8U 

GDR 18V-EC Impact Driver-3601JB9340 1607000Y9C 

GDX 18V-EC Impact Driver-3601JB9140 1607000Y9E 

GWS 18V-Li Cordless Angle Grinder BB 1607000YG7 

GWS 18V-LI DMS BB Angle Grinder F005XR0180 

GDX 18V-200C Impact Driver 0615990L12 

GDE 300 ABR Impact Wrench 0615990L6K 

GWS 18V-7 Brushless Grinder 0.601.9H9.001 

GWX 18V-10 PC 06017b0700 

GDX 18V-200 (non-connected) 0.615.990.M1X 

GKS 18V-68 C Brushless Bi-Turbo Circular Saw 06016B5040 

GBH 18V-21 Brushless Rotary Hammer 0611911100 

GSB 18V-55 Brushless Hammer Drill 0615990M1Y 
 
 


